
E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

REFLECTING DOME
LAMP FIXTURE
WITH WIRE BASKET

150W 13662

E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

75W 13661

Ceramic lamp holder with ceramic socket and aluminium dome with a 
protective basket.

The aluminium dome promotes heat and light concentration in the 
terrarium. With wire basket, protecting the animal from contacting with 
the bulb. Includes ON/OFF switch. E27 bulb fitting.

MAX. 150W

8.5”

lamps not included

MAX. 75W

5.5”

lamps not included

EQUIPMENTS
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REFLECTING DOME
LAMP FIXTURE
D�P VERSION

MINI COMBO DOME
LAMP FIXTURE

lamps not included

E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

100W 13657

E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

2x40W 13656

MAX. 100W

5.5”

Deep dome which is suitable for UVB compact lamps, heating bulbs  and 
ceramic heaters. Inside with polished aluminium surface reflection which 
improves the output of UVB and UVA. With 1.8M cable and switch. E27 
ceramic socket. Lamp not included.

Double reflector dome to generate the connection of two lamps. Suitable 
for UVA and UVB lamps. Equipped with a fixing hook. WARNING: Respect 
the power of the lamps recommended on the packaging.

MAX. 40Wx2

4”(x2)

lamps not included

EQUIPMENTS
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DUAL DOME

MAX. 150W x2

lamps not included

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Max.
150W

Dual Dome for two lamps Max. 150W
Integrated design of double lamp bases for using to lamps simultaneously.
Maximum a�ordable power: 150W per lamp base.  With hanging hook. 
Suitable for UVA and UVB lamps. WARNING: Respect the recommended 
power on the packaging.

2x150W 13655
E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

EQUIPMENTS
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MAX. 75W

5.9”

REFLECTING DOME
LAMP FIXTURE
CERAMIC LAMP HOLDER

E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

75W 13658

150W 13659

200W 13660

Its structure promotes heat and light concentration in the terrarium. 
Includes ON/OFF switch. E27 bulb fitting.

MAX. 200W

10.4”

MAX. 150W

8.7”

lamps not included lamps not included

lamps not included

EQUIPMENTS
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DOME LAMP BRACKET
LAMP HOLDER

CODE 13664

Lamp holder allowing adaptation of adapted power lamp. Includes a 
hook for fixing the base and an adjustable tube for a height of 30 to 60 
cm. WARNING: Do not lay directly on the terrarium mesh surface.

Remark the fixation position. Lock the nuts.Take o� the sticker on the
back of the fixation piece.

Extend the iron pipe. Hang on the dome lamp
between the rubber rings.

Install the rubber rings.

Lamp holder. Can be hung at di�erent heights thanks 
to its fixing device. Includes a metal clip for suspension.
Metal bracket accommodates dome-shaped fixtures. 
Eliminates the need of placing dome lamps on the 
mesh top. Easily adjusts the position of the lamps at 
di�erent heights. Helps to achieve optimum 
temperature and ultraviolet output.

Note: Non-contractual photo. Dome lamp not included.

65x340x410mm

CODE 13663

65x45x360mm

EQUIPMENTS
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MINI DOME
LAMP BRACKET
MINI LAMP HOLDER



max
200W

MAX.150W

145x145x145mm

CERAMIC SOCKET
E27

LAMP WIRE
BASKET

E27 220-240V 50/60Hz

Heat resistant and ceramic lamp-holders  for terrariums. Suitable for spot 
lamps up to 200W. Includes ON/OFF switch. Standard lamp connection 
E27. Lamp not included.

Internal protection cage for heat lamp. This avoids any risk of burning the  
animal. Can be glue or fix by screws.

CODE 13665

CODE 13666

EQUIPMENTS
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